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*INSTANTAN Module 
Calculate instantaneous flux and power distributions based 

on instantaneous fuel burnup distribution. 
Let channel (iJj) has Age (iJj) 
Burnup of bundle (i,j,k) =W(iJjJk,o) + Age(iJj) x [ W(iJjJkJl) -W(iljlkJo)] 

where 

W(i,j,k,o) burnup of bundle (i,j,k) at the beginning of cycle 
W(iJj,k,l) = burnup of bundle (iJjJk) at the end of cycle 

Age 0 at the beginning of cycle and 1.0 at the end of cycle 
Bundle irradiation at the beginning and at the end of cycle are 

calculated in the Time-Average Core Calculation 



INSTANTAN Module (can't) 
Two options to generate channel age distribution: 

I) Pure random age distribution generated by a random 
number generator 

input required: random seed 
minimum age difference between adjacent 
channels 

2) PATTERN RANDIS (patterned random distribution) 
created by an external program RANDIS 

input required: first channel to be refuelled 
(out of 7 by 7 channels) 
average age (default 0.50) 

output: G Cards (channel age for each channel) 



Selection Criterion of Channel to be 
Refuelled 
Figure of Merit of Potential Candidate Channel (i) 

W(i) Age(j) x D(i,j), 

where j is evaluated over all channels which have been refuelled 
W(i) is a weighting factor normally 0.0 and I .O 
W(i) is zero if channel (i) has the same fuelling direction as the last 

channel refuelled, 
W(i)=O.l if an adjacent channel has been refuelled recently 
Age(j) is the age of channel j (age=O for channels not yet refuelled), 

and 
D(i,j) is the distance between channel i and channel j. 
The channel with the highest merit, i.e., Maximum Age Distance 

(MAD), is chosen for refuelling. 
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Example of Refuelling Sequence in a 7 by 7 
Lattice 
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RANDIS age-pattern generator has been used to generate 
random age patterns for many fuel cycle studies: 

SEU: 0.9% up to 3.2% U-235 
MOX: up to 4% Pu 
DUPIC, RU 
Reactors: C-6, C-8, HAC (640 channels) 
Fuel design: 37-el, CANFLEX, 61-el 

Maximum channel and maximum bundle powers 
predicted by RANDIS are generally within 5% of those 
derived by RFSP time-dependent fuelling simulations 
at a later stage. 
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